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Abstract—A numerical investigation on the dynamic large-signal 

analysis using a time-domain traveling wave model of quarter 

wave-shifted distributed feedback semiconductor lasers diode 

with a Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC) 

is presented. It is found that the single-mode behavior and the 

more hole-burning effect corrections of quarter wave-shifted 

distributed feedback laser with large coupling coefficient can be 

improved significantly by this new proposed light source. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Long-haul modern Fiber-Optic Telecommunication 
Systems  need optical source with high quality: high output 
optical power, low threshold current and reduced spatial hole 
burning effects, the longitudinal side mode are undesirable due 
to the presence of fiber dispersion [1][2][3][4]. The distributed 
feedback semiconductor lasers diode (DFB) have attracted 
great attention as the most favorable candidate. But the main 
disadvantage of this laser was the mode degeneracy and high 
threshold [1][6]. A phase shift along laser cavity can be 
introduced to remove the mode degeneracy [2]. Experimental 
results and numerical simulations have shown that the quarterly 
wavelength shifted distributed feedback laser (the phase shift is 
located at the center of the cavity and its value is fixed at    ) 
oscillates at the Bragg wavelength, presenting the smallest 
threshold current and the high gain selectivity when compared 
to other   Phase-Shifted DFB laser diodes [1][2]. However, 
presences of the phase shift in the grating of DFB laser 
generally causes spatial no-uniformity and more interaction 
between the photon and carrier densities, especially for at high 
injection currents, this phenomenon, called spatial hole burning 
effect, reduce the performances of the   Phase-Shifted DFB 

lasers diodes [2][4]. Recently,   ⁄  Phase-Shifted DFB with 

Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC QWS) 
is proposed [1] to overcome the influence of spatial hole 
burning effect by maintaining uniform internal filed along the 
laser cavity and reduce the threshold current, extensive studies 
have verified that stable single-mode and high power operation 
can be achieved in GDCC lasers with large coupling coefficient 

      , the studies is conducted by the Transfer Matrix 
Model (TMM) [1]. However, the relative important 
characteristics of this structure as the dynamic response have 
not been considered in their investigation.  

In this letter the study consists in comparing the 
performance of the new proposed light source (GDCC QWS 
DFB) and conventional lasers having same total coupling 
coefficient in order to show the superiority of the GDCC 
configurations. The transient responses of the devices under 
analysis will be analyzed by using the time-domain multimode 
algorithm that is capable of including the longitudinal variation 
of the optical-mode and photon density profiles, the parabolic 
model of material gain is assumed [1]. In addition the 
spontaneous emission noise, the no uniform carrier density 
resulting from the hole burning effects as well as that the 
refractive index distribution are also taken into account, As a 
result this model may be applied to multi-sections lasers, such 
as phase-tunable lasers, tunable lasers and lasers designed to 
compensate for spatial hole burning (Subject of this paper). The 
model may also be applicable to tunable DFB laser amplifiers, 
the noise properties of DFB laser amplifiers and to bistable 
DFB switches. 

The paper is organized as follows: the time-domain model 
is briefly described in section II. Simulation resultants of 
structures under analysis are presented and discussed in section 
III. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn. 

  

II. TIME-DOMAIN MODEL (TDM) 

For the phase-shifted distributed feedback semiconductor 
laser diode, the electric field in the laser cavity is given by [8]: 

 

 (   )  [ (   )        (   )      ]                  (1) 

Where    is the propagation constant at Bragg frequency 
and    is the reference frequency.   and   are the slowly 
varying complexes fields components include the amplitude 
and phase information of the forward and reverse wave in the 
waveguide respectively. 
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The fields   and   can be derived from the Maxwell’s 
equations using the slowly varying amplitude approximation. 
Time-dependent coupled equation can be written as [8][11]: 
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Where    is the group velocity,   is the optical confinement 

factor,  ( )  is the coupling coefficient between the forward 
and backward propagation waves,    is the waveguide loss 
(includes the absorption in both the active and cladding layer as 
well as any scattering),  ( ) is the phase shift at   position,   is 
the gain compression coefficient (non-linear coefficient to take 
into account saturation effects) and   is the spontaneous 
emission term contributed to the forward and backward 
propagation components, the stochastic property of the noise 
term ( )  is described by a random process with zero mean 
value and correlation function as described in [8][9][10] 
satisfying the correlation:  

{
〈 (   )   (     )〉  

     

   
 (    ) (    )

〈 (   )  (   )〉   
           (4) 

 

Where   is the spontaneous coupling factor,  is the 

Peterman Coefficient and 
   

   
 is the bimolecular recombination 

per unit length contributed to spontaneous emission. 

 (   ) is the material gain, given by the parabolic formula:  

 (   )      (   )            (   )          (5) 

 

In the above equation,    is the differential gain,    and    
are parameters used in the parabolic model assumed for the 
material gain,    and    are the change of the carrier density 
and lasing wavelength defined as:  

{
  (   )   (   )    

       
                                   (6) 

 

  is the carrier density,    is the carrier concentration at 
transparency (   ) ,   the oscillating wavelength and    is 
the peak wavelength at transparency. Using the first-order 
approximation for the refractive index, one obtains: 

 (   )      
  

  
 (   )                           (7) 

Where    is the refractive index at zeros carrier injection 

and 
  

  
 is the differential index. 

The   in equations (2) and (3) represent the mode detuning 
(derivation from Bragg condition) defined as:  
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Where    is the Bragg wavelength,   is the lasing-mode 
wavelength,    is the group refractive index and   is the pitch 

(period) of the grating. 

The carrier concentration  (   ) and the stimulated photon 
density are coupled together through the time-dependent carrier 
rate equation in the active layer which is shown here as [14]: 
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Where   is the injection current,   is the modulus of the 
electron charge,   is the volume of the active layer,   is the 
carrier life time,   is the radiative spontaneous emission 
coefficient and   is the Auger recombination coefficient and   
is the photon density, which is related to the magnitude of 
travelling wave amplitudes as: 

 (   )  | (   )|  | (   )|                       (10) 

In the TDM simulation the Large-signal spatiotemporal 
response of the laser is obtained by solving directly in the time 
domain the coupled wave equation (2)-(3) and the carrier rate 
equation (9) with axially-varying parameters. A finite-
difference time-domain algorithm is applied to these equations 
with uniform intervals of time and space, to take the spatial 
hole burning and the carrier induced refractive index 
fluctuation into consideration, the laser cavity is divided into a 
large number of Subsections (      )  with length    
 

 
     ,   is the length of the cavity. In each section the 

material and structure parameters are kept constant, also the 
reflectivity at the end facet supposed to be zero. The numerical 
method followed here is similar to the one developed in [14]. 

The time-domain model is applicable to various types of 
semiconductor laser diodes. In this letter we apply the 
numerical model to compare to performance of the 
conventional quarterly wavelength shifted distributed feedback 
laser and GDCC QWS DFB laser having the same total 
coupling coefficient. In the proposed quarterly wavelength 
shifted distributed feedback laser the λ phase-shifted is located 
at the centre of the cavity and the coupling coefficient κ is a 
function of the longitudinal coordinate  , κ change 
continuously along the laser cavity as follows: 

 ( )     
  ((  

 

 
)  ⁄ ) 

                            (11) 

 

Where    the average value of the coupling coefficient, this 
parameter is introduced in order to allow a straightforward 
comparison between the characteristics of the GDCC QWS 
DFB and the conventional QWS DFB. The parameters 
definitions of these structures are summarized in table I, their 
distribution of the coupling coefficient are presented in the 
figure 1. 
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TABLE I.  SUMMARY PARAMETRS DEFINITIONS OF STRUCTURES 

Acronym       

Conventional QWS DFB        

GDCC QWS DFB          

 

TABLE II.  SUMMARY MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL PARAMETRS 

SYMBOL PARAMETRS VALUE 

  Carrier lifetime         

  Bimolecular recombination             

  Auger recombination               

   Transparency carrier density              

  Non-linear gain coefficient              

   Differential gain              

   Gain curvature              

   Differential peak wavelength              

   
Internal absorption          

 

  

 
Group index    

 

  
 

Group velocity             

 

 
 

Cavity length       
 

  Active layer thickness        
 

  Active layer width       
 

  Volume for active region       

 

  Grating period           
 

   Bragg wavelength        
 

   
Peak wavelength at transparency         1 

 
 

Optical confinement factor      

  Phase shift    

 

Ω Residue corrugation phase at left facet   
 

 

                                                           
1
 According to the results obtained by the static study published in the [1] 

 
Figure 1.  Normalized coupling coefficient configurations used for the 

numerical simulations. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

Modest injection levels (      ) 

 

Figure 2.   Transient response(                        ) of output 
photon density for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB.  

 

When the biasing currents trends toward the threshold 

(Figure 2) the cavity is the seat of a spontaneous emission noise 

in the case of conventional QWS. Therefore this biasing current 

is inadequate to initiate the laser effects; the threshold current 

of the conventional structure is more than     , while the  
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Figure 3.   Emitted optical power versus current injection for the Conventional 
QWS DFB and the GDCC QWS DFB laser.  

Figure 4.  Transient response (                         ) of output 
photon density for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB. 

 

turn-on-transient after the laser has switched and a typical 

oscillations are obtained in case of GDCC QWS DFB, this 

optical source has a low threshold current compared to the 

conventional QWS DFB, this first main advantage can be 

verified by evaluation of the optical power versus the current 

injection. 

From the emitting photon density at the facet, the output 
optical power can be evaluated. Figure 3 summaries results 
obtained for the conventional QWS DFB and GDCC QWS 
DFB LDs with the biasing current as parameter. Compared 
with the standard QWS DFB, it seems that the use of a smaller 
coupling coefficient near the facet has increased the overall 
cavity loss (case of GDCC QWS DFB Laser structure). The 
figure also shows that the GDCC QWS DFB laser structure has 
à relatively smaller value of threshold current  
            and a relatively larger output power under the 
same biasing current. 

 

High injection current (       ) 

 

In the figure 4, the damping of transient in GDCC QWS 
DFB is better than for the conventional device. After some 
relaxation oscillations, other differences occur between the 
conventional and GDCC QWS; the output photon density starts 
to oscillate in strong amplitude as the consequence of the 
beating between two modes in the case of conventional QWS 
DFB. This is confirmed by taking a sample of the emission 
spectrum in two different moments: 

Figure 5.   The Normalized emission spectrum in two different times, for the 

Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB. 
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The spectral characteristics of the GDCC QWS DFB laser 
structures with the time changes are shown in the figure 5, 
distinct peaks which correspond to different oscillating modes 
are observed along the spectrum; the spectral amplitude of the 
dominant lasing mode found near            shows no sign 
of reduction and remains at a high value near    . Compared 
with the standard QWS DFB structure, the GDCC QWS DFB 
laser structure shows no server mode competition and an 
SMSR at least       is maintained throughout of the time 
range.  

In the case of the conventional QWS DFB, it can be seen 
that all peak wavelengths shift towards the shorter wavelength, 
and reduction of the spectral amplitude difference between the 
lasing mode and the side mode which is located at shorter 
wavelength side. At time        , the side mode suppression 
ratio (SMSR) is reduced to less than      . 

The variation of the longitudinal profiles of carrier density 
and refractive index can also indicate the occurrence of a 
multimode operation in DFB structures. As an illustration, we 
have plotted in the figure 5 the longitudinal profiles of 
refractive index in two distinct instants (     ) and the statistic 
longitudinal standard deviation of carrier density in the period 
        given by: 

 (  )  √ (  
 )  ( (  ))

                       (12) 

The beating between two modes observed in the case of 
conventional QWS DFB (Figure 5) is caused by the 
longitudinal hole burning effects. This phenomenon alters the 
lasing characteristics of the QWS DFB LD by changing the 
refractive index along the cavity (Figure 6 especially in the 
case of conventional structure). Under a uniform current 
injection, the light intensity inside the laser structure increases 
with biasing current. For strongly coupled laser devices, most 
light concentrate at the centre of the cavity. The carrier density 
at the centre is reduced remarkably as a result of stimulated 
recombination. Such a depleted carrier concentration induces 
an escalation of nearby injected carriers and consequently a 
spatially varying refractive index results Figure 6. This figure 
also shows the temporal instability of the carrier density 
especially near the facets of the cavity Conventional, which 
explains the strong amplitude oscillations observed for output 
photon density in the figure 4. 

III. CONCLUSION 

With the help of a traveling wave model of semiconductor 
laser diodes, the dynamic analysis of Quarterly Wavelength 
Shifted Distributed Feedback Semiconductor Lasers with the 
Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC) has 
been investigated and compared to conventional structures, to 
conduct this study we have developed a simple algorithm to 
calculate the large-signal dynamic response of DFB lasers by 
solving the time-dependent coupled wave equations and the 
carrier rate equation in the time domain. The spontaneous 
emission noise, longitudinal variations of carrier (hole burning) 
and photon densities as well as that of the refractive index are 
taken into consideration. The TDM was applied to GDCC  

Figure 6.  Statistic longitudinal standard deviation of carrier density in the 

period       
  and the longitudinal distribution of refractive index in     and     

 

QWS DFB and to Conventional QWS DFB, which is 
characterized by its uniform coupling coefficient, was shown to 
have a largest threshold current has the smallest output optical 
power. At high injection current, the conventional QWS 
structure is subject to mode beating and its output photon 
density starts to oscillate in strong amplitude as the result of the 
interference between the involved modes caused by the LSHB. 
Although the GDCC QWS DFB laser maintains a steady-state 
regime in which the output power becomes stabilized (no mode 
beating), no remarkable change in the spectral output in time, 
the damping of transient is better than for the conventional 
device. We may conclude that this new proposed light source 
can be used to extend the transmission distance in optical 
communication systems. 
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